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Abstract— Road infrastructure assets have an important role, in the economic, social, political, and security in achieving the prosperity of society. The damaged roads become one of the obstacles to development and an indication of the cause of deficiencies in the quality service and performance of infrastructure assets. This study aims to determine the consumer’s perspective (road users) as stakeholders in assessing the quality of services through technical and functional and the asset's performance through physical performance, functional, and utilities. The assessment is based on the consumer’s perspective in this research are road users. The respondents consisted of driver freight, forwarding company (people or goods), and conducted by the descriptive method. The results showed that refer to ServPerf, the quality of technical services had a value that is stronger than the functional service quality. However, in the performance of assets, strong ratings sequentially occur in utility, physically, and functionality. The consumer perspective as road users, has a technical assessment that the road infrastructure assets as an outcome more dominant to provide quality service, whereas for asset performance, utility considered more powerful. This describes, how intensive in the use of road infrastructure assets in meeting the objectives of service delivery.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The strategic role of a reliable infrastructure asset is to build the nation for the quality of life improvement [1], and this road infrastructure asset development has a positive influence for the increase in investment. Road infrastructure asset is a static system (can be in the form of a network) for serving certain community as a facility of a region as well as a encouraging asset in a modern life with an expected service level. In a system, the entire asset will be maintained to be always in certain service level with replacements or updates on its supporting network. Park stated that infrastructures, such as road, dam, airport, road network, or irrigation, were strategic national assets, which were related to public welfare as an important indicator of national competition and economic growth [2].

The service level needed by the society is with an efficient funding through procurement, acquisition, maintenance, operation, rehabilitation and liquidation of assets for user community or consumer. The service of road provision as infrastructure is either an intangible or tangible activity with the main focus of serving consumers, whether it is accompanied by certain goods or not.

Research on the perception of the road by road users on quality regarding maintenance and service done on the highway, with the results of the service, security and reliability, are perceived by road users to measure of highway maintenance [3]. Performance measurement infrastructure assets on previous research through an assessment of the level of performance of the asset based on the perception of the end user of such assets through three essential aspects namely, technically and functionally appropriate image dimensions of each performance [4]. Two of these studies were equally based consumer perceptions, and measuring service quality and performance.

The gap of this research is a road infrastructure is a path non-toll (non-highway), which aims to better its management services for purposes not commercial, as well as more operational activities highlight not only the maintenance of its assets. The problem is whether the road service as infrastructure has met the needs of consumers (qualified) or not by knowing how the consumers perspective on the road service quality received is. The answer depends on the consumer’s subjective rating. The consumer's perspective on the service quality of the infrastructure assets is essentially a thorough assessment on the excellence of a service. For the road asset administrators, it can be used to provide transportation infrastructure facility by striving to make the road asset more superior than the competitor’s (rail way or space) which is through providing equally service that can meet the level of consumer's interest.

Oliver cites from Berry and Czepiel, Dagger, et al. there was a relevance with the service provider (asset management) in minimizing the risks received when evaluating services as intangible-products and giving the consumers (road users) valuable benefits [5]. So in order to fulfil the interest level through the consumer's perspective, the administrator of the road infrastructure assets can prioritize more on intangible-product or service to the benefit value through service quality.

Service quality is the comprehensive characteristic and feature of the service which is started from the ability to meet the needs of consumers and ended by the consumer's
satisfaction through the service quality received [6]. Kotler defined service as ‘any behavior or act based on a contact between two parties: the provider and the receiver, and the essence of this reciprocal process in intangible [7]. The service quality that is in the form of behavior or act between consumers, and service provider is a consumer’s perception which influences the formation of consumer’s satisfaction. Consumers perceived quality is not a realistic or objective service quality even though it can be used as a consideration for consumers to make the buying decision. The specific performance measurement characteristics are more apparent to service operations level and there are three distinctive features of service performance measurement. First, the contingency perspective stresses a need to consider the characteristics of different service contexts; second, the customer-orientation implies that the measurement should also cover customers’ actions during the service operation as well as the impacts of service operations; and third, the systemic perspective proposes that performance measurement should encompass all actors participating to service operations [8].

It needs an evaluation of the service program from the asset management which covers the evaluation of asset performance to decide whether the service performance of the asset is adequate for supporting the service provision strategy that has been conducted [9].

Referring to Logue and Avery, a excellent performance from the road authority is by maintaining the excellent performance as well as the good appearance without degrading the structure value or decreasing the lifetime of the road asset [10]. The most suitable method unites the service delivery needs from the consumers with the asset performance which is evaluated more related to the asset administrator as an asset concept. This concept acts as a strategic approach in the infrastructure asset management as a holistic process which has a characteristic and is designed to meet the organization's objective through operational delivery with a clear responsibility between the asset owner, asset administrator and service [11].

This fundamental research is eventually able to know how to manage a road infrastructure asset through the development of an asset management and service management model, which is by looking at how the correlation between the service quality, and the performance evaluation of an asset works. The identification of problems of this paper is to know how the consumer's perspective is about the service quality and the performance of the road infrastructure asset.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Consumers Perspective

Consumer’s perspective is a perspective of the consumption result and an ‘experience’ of consumers in consuming a product, including a service. The consumers do not only decide whether there is a relationship or not, but also decide to share their ‘experience’ with other consumers [12]. The study performed by Sandstrom et al. in a product of telecommunication service learned about how the involvement of consumers in the process of idea for a service based on a new technology can contribute to the imlossed and working aspect growth as the entirety of consumers ‘experience’[13]. In determining the service quality and performance from the road infrastructure asset, it needs consumer’s perspective to share the perspective in the process of service delivery idea through emotional and functional aspects eventually. The road performance can be measured using three perspectives, including sub-sector, provision, and road-users. It is this road-users perspective that will be used in the measurement of road performance and service quality [14].

B. Service Quality of Road Infrastructure Assets

The infrastructure asset managed would issue product diversification, trade development, construction equalization and poverty alleviation, as well as quality of life improvement in general. Besides, infrastructure asset has a strategic value for the development of a nation because its quality of life is marked by the condition of the infrastructure in that country [15]. Meanwhile, World Bank supported infrastructure as the main contributor for the growth and improvement of the standard of living in a country, so that the cooperation formed was aimed for improving the investment climate [16]. According to the rule standard, road classification is divided into two types, including state road and special road. State road is a road intended for public traffic, while specific road is a road which is built by an institution, company, individual, or community for their personal interests.

The concept and measurement of the perception about the service quality that is used by the researcher are the measurement from Gronroos (Nordic perspective) that defines the dimension of service quality in its entirety as technical and functional quality [17]. Measuring a service can mean assessing or comparing the performance of a service with a set of standards, which has been set before. So, a service quality is an assessment of how far a service is in accordance with what is supposed to be delivered to the customers. The involvement of the society and private party as stakeholders can direct the road infrastructure quality in correspond to the stakeholders’ interests, as explained by Humplick and Peterson [18].

ServPerf as a service quality scale using the fundamental of customer’s perception through the performance and scale result in the value of service quality entirely could be designed with the classification of the time and customers (based on demographic segmentation). Santos stated two dimensions of service quality, including incubates dimension, which was a more functional and active dimension which was more technical [19].

Sharabi quoted from The Gaps Model from Parasuraman one of which is the performance gap, which is the difference between service standards and service actually, which is available and predicted to happen due to the short life of resources, incompatibility of the supply and demand, or the management process that is less appropriate[20]. Infrastructure asset, including road, is a form of service whose performance can be measured and indicated to have the performance gaps that can be measured by performance evaluation.
C. Performance of Road Infrastructure Assets

Infrastructure management is needed for the purpose of achieving the infrastructure service level that is needed by the society through efficient ways in the management of the assets, starting from the planning of needs, procurement, operation, maintenance, until liquidation. The term infrastructure management itself is used for the same thing, especially in asset management whose scope is used broader, just like the one used in a professional society: in this context, infrastructure is a broad term which refers to road and train, water, electricity, and other assets.

Infrastructure provision is the responsibility and role of the government as the policy key holder because basically, infrastructure is an asset which is established to provide services for the society, especially the infrastructures whose uses are free of charge, such as the roads that are not toll roads. The administrator of a road infrastructure assets faces a challenge, that is how to realize a reliable state transportation network (strong, secure, comfortable, and efficient) with limited resources (human resources, funds, and organizations), so that it can provide the benefits of synergistic and adequate transportation service as well as increasing accessibility and mobility of goods and services in order to improve national competitiveness. Infrastructure revamping keeps becoming a priority in sustainable development, especially revamping in quality and quantity as well as the needs to involve private parties and the society.

Infrastructure service is formulated in the Infrastructure Asset Management Plan which is classified into two levels, which are Community Levels of Service and Technical Levels of Service. Hartanto and Susilo (2001) measured road performance with three perspectives, which were sub-sector, provision, and road users, while the purpose of measuring service quality and its relationship with road, which would be used to measure the performance was from road user's perspective through five dimensions, which include the quality of service, mobility, visible risk, customer's cost, and the use of resources.[21]

Hariyono wrote about how asset performance measurement could be performed through asset performance evaluation, which was a part of the asset evaluation process, consisting of physical condition, functionality, utility, and condition [22]. The physical condition of an asset must be able to be used safely and effectively, meaning that the asset must be maintained to be always in adequate condition to be used according to the purpose that has been set and meet the relevant health and safety standards. If the asset does not experience any problem, then the ability of the asset to provide services will be in accordance with the required standards. The functionality of an asset is the measurement of the effectiveness of an asset in supporting the activities that will be performed. The functionality of an asset should be reviewed periodically to identify a significant influence of the service. Asset utilization is the measurement of how intensive an asset is used for meeting the purpose of service delivery. The financial performance of an asset must be evaluated for deciding whether the asset can give a healthy service economically or not.

III. Methodology

The research uses a descriptive method with the object of research is assets of road infrastructure in one region of the province through the measurement of the quality of services and to measure its performance. Sampling for all research activities conducted with stratified sampling with a respondent who engaged in user road infrastructure assets. The tools and instrument of data collection was done through the study of literature for secondary data as well as the interview, question form and survey for primary data. The whole process of data and analysis of the approach of many qualitative and quantitative. The research design compiled by identifying problems in research and resolved through a systems approach means that the overall goal of this research will be answered by learning, understanding, observing, and concluded that the system was built and graded road infrastructure assets through user a perception.

In order to find out about the quality of road service, it will be measured in two dimensions, which are technical quality and functional quality, while the performance of road infrastructure assets will be evaluated with four dimensions, including physical form, finance, function, and utility based on user's perception. The framework is presented in Figure 1.

![Fig. 1. The Thinking Framework (Data Processing Result , 2016)](image)

Multiple data collection techniques were used in the data collection process that is the combination of both quantitative and qualitative methods, which includes focused interviews, case studies and observation. Interviews are conducted specifically to the road users of area on chosen high-rise road asset infrastructure. Road users were asked on the physically, functionally, utility, and quality of the road provided, as well as problems and improvements that have been needed for the roads. 80 sets of questionnaires were distributed to the companies of goods and passenger’s transportation in a region, and 60 sets were returned for analysis. The authors personally distributed the questionnaires to the respondents. Sets of questionnaires with structured and semi-structured / open-ended questions were distributed to the respective road users to discover regularities among groups of maintenance management by comparison of answers to the same set of questions. We estimated a descriptive analysis model for service quality allowing the two dimensions of road services,
and for performance allowing the three dimensions of road performances.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Measurement of Road Infrastructure Asset Service Quality

According to the Nordic concept, then the measurement of service quality consists of technical quality and functional quality. The technological quality is the measurement of outcome/what, which is what can be delivered from the road infrastructure asset reliably and refers to the standards of road rules, which include plan speed, road width, road capacity, road entrance, intersection plot and U-turn facility, complementary buildings, road equipment, users in accordance with the function, and uninterrupted road.

Referring to the past research from Humplick and Peterson, the result of road service quality measurement is in accordance with the research result, in which the measurement of the road service quality shows that the technical quality has more expectations, and the functional quality is, on the contrary, in which it have fewer expectations of service quality [23]. Realized or not, road users have perspectives of road quality ranging from: the surface and function of road facility, safety risk, the easiness of using the facility in moving condition and risk of congestion as well as its prevention, user cost and avoidance of the vehicle operational cost. The last one is the environmental consideration of air and noise quality. This finding is supported by the research from Kang, which stated that customer perception about quality consists of two dimensions, including technical dimension and functional dimension [24]. The road performance in presenting the services to the customers or potential customers is influenced by how big the ability of a road infrastructure assets, which can be provided to meet the needs (knowing/skill) of the customers, besides it needs to be supported by the availability of other facilities and infrastructures, such as communication equipment, information, data, work environment, and so on.

B. Measurement of Road Infrastructure Asset Performance

The measurement of road performance evaluation consists of physical condition, functionality, utility, and economic condition. All performance dimensions consist of strong and durable enough indicators on the physical condition performance, functionality, and utility, while the financial performance is not measured. It is in line with the definition of infrastructure management, which states that the management of infrastructure assets is a certain term of asset management, which focuses on physical asset, not financial asset.

In the performance dimension of functionality, it is by 30% and the indicator shows that this measuring instrument is strong, and the remaining 70% is only strong enough to measure the performance of road functionally. The performance with this functional dimension measures the effectiveness of the road infrastructure asset in supporting the activities that will be conducted to observe and assess the asset functionality, with the result achievement through service delivery and functional character. The functional performance is a functional requirement which is established for the road that is built. In this research, the dominant indicator is the total trip per year/capacity, total congestion, and road function closing.

Utility performance dimensions which are measured from how intensive the road infrastructure asset is used to meet the purpose of service delivery with the criteria that take into account the potency of asset benefit/service in the service given, physical size of road capacity, and the use of an asset towards optimum availability of the asset related to the risk by 66.6%, a strong and the remaining 33.3% that is strong enough.

Consumer perspective as a perspective of the result and experience in performing the consumption of an infrastructure asset product is between service quality and its performance. It can be concluded there is a moderate relationship between the two variables in several indicators is represented by: complementary buildings of road construction support, building road complements that are related to the road users for health, safety, order, and smoothness of traffic as well as the easiness in road traffic. Road users are classified based on each function of the road as artery road, local road and environmental road, the access to get information about road execution, as well as participating in the road execution, especially for road utilization and responsiveness, which is about getting a proper compensation caused by the errors in the construction of the road, as well as filing a lawsuit in court towards the losses caused by the construction of the road.

This condition is in accordance with the research conducted by Haas, Hudson and Tighe, which stated that there were several factors that were related to the benefits of public road customers and their interests as relationship decomposers between the two variables, namely ride quality, surface friction, noise, surface distress, surface drainage, user delays, life cycle, and structural adequacy [25].

The interests of stakeholders in the road infrastructure sector (Road Network Users, Road Transport Service Suppliers, Road Transport Policy Sectors and Institutions, and Road Network Suppliers) have a contradiction between interest and expectation, so that they cause the assessment and measurement of the performance dimensions to be varied. There are three aspects that must be able to be explained by a road administrator in the measurement of road management performance according to Talvitie, which are doing the right things (effective), doing things right (efficient), what external factor that comes out and how big its influence is towards the road sector [26].

C. Measurement of Consumers Perspective bases on Service Quality and Performance of Road Infrastructure Asset.

The result of consumer’s perspective as a perspective of the consumption and an experience of road users in consuming a service of the roads showed:

1) Consumers have the perception that the qualities of the existing services on road infrastructure assets are generally stronger than technical functional. As a user of the way, they feel a stronger technical consumption without the linking function of perception of service quality road infrastructure
assets. The explanation based on the concept that consumer involvement in the process of how the idea for the service-based technology can contribute to the development of a functional aspect as temporary emotional experiences for consumers.

2) Consumers have the perception that the performance of existing services on the assets of the road infrastructure in the more powerful utility than physical and functional. As a user of the way they feel utilities stronger without linking physical perception and function of road infrastructure assets service performance. The explanation based on the concept, there are States. The utility was measured from how asset intensive road infrastructures are used to meet the goal of service delivery criteria the potential benefits of the asset/service in the services provided, including the physical size of road capacity and use of assets against optimally and its relationship with risk, as well as the effectiveness of the road infrastructure asset in supporting the activities as a function.

V. CONCLUSION

Asset management can be used in road infrastructure asset management, which is as the framework to optimize and perform the decisions of procurement, operation, maintenance, surveillance, update, improvement and liquidation of assets physically to provide the infrastructure that is secure and economic, so that it can influence the operational performance and profitability of the company that operates the asset [27]. The main purpose of asset management to help an organization in fulfilling the purpose of service provision effectively and efficiently, while the target of asset management is to achieve the best suitability between the asset and the strategy of service provision.

The quality of infrastructure asset service can be measured with technical quality and functional quality. The prominent indicator is in the technical quality, which is a plan that is in accordance with the specification of road provision as infrastructure, connection between the activity center from national scale to regional scale, complementary building for road construction support, building road equipment for safety/security/order/smoothness of traffic or easiness of traffic, as well as road utilization in correspond with its function. The indicator that measures the functional service quality which is dominated by receipts of service delivery gives added value, quality of the relationship between customers and provider, as well as accuracy, which includes integrated transportation system, delivery method of technical quality, and responsiveness.

The performance of a road infrastructure assets can be measured from its physical condition, which is related to public health and security, environmental hospitality and easiness, asset inspection in accordance with the requirements as well as the planning of asset condition in the future by looking primarily at the ascending road surface quality and road corridor quality. The dominant functional performance of the road infrastructure asset is in the complete amount of trip or capacity by the year, total congestion, and road function closing. The utility performance is represented by service delivery with the criteria that put into account the potency of benefit/service of the asset towards the service delivered, such as the physical size of the road capacity as well as the asset utilization towards optimum availability from the related asset.

The consumer's prospective basis on service quality, and performance have stronger perceptions on the technical service quality and have stronger perceptions on utility's performance of road infrastructure assets.

The advice from this research is that a deeper study is needed to know about the existence of a relationship between service quality and asset performance of road infrastructure, which is a part of asset-management strategy.
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